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QBS 
 
1- ELite- DeShaun Watson v INDY 9600/8100 

- No reason to doubt this kid  
- Leads the league in passing TDs, in fantasy points, all qbs in 

rushing yards 
- Hes never thrown more than 34 passese per game, in fact he has 

throws a passing TD every 10 ATT 
- OBV we know INDY is the worst pass d in the league, but my 

question is can you find 30 fantasy points from someone else 
- OR will he only need to do the cLE thing where he went for 21 
- I think I want someone in a more competitive game and the price 

is restrictive 
 
2- Pivot City-  
Dak Prescott v KC 8200/6700 

- You guys know I’m a DAK guy, big Dak guy 
- Got in a shouting match with my uncle last weekend about Dak v 

Wentz 
- DAK 75% adjcompletion rate, 2nd in overall deep passer rate 

and we are going to have to see how he does without a running 
back, not a running game-- we have a great Oline and they will 
still run the ball, don’t worry just not the constant threat of Zeke 

- Howeer, we have to like this since october one the Cowboys 
havent scored fewer than 33 points In three plus passing 
matchups with GB, LAR and SF hes thrown 3 TD in each 

- We know the Rushing floor is there  
- KC Def is ranked 25 in DVOA, struggled with the rush but also 

261 pass yards per game  
 
Drew Brees v TB 8300/7000 
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- Brees has been asked to do very little lately only two games this 
year with more then 300 pass yards, NE and GB 

- TB will be a tough matchup, mostly because this is the best 
pass offense they have faced since NE 

- Every other offense ranks worse than them, well except minn 
- They’ve lucked out facing bad QBS, hard to get a sense of how 

Winston will do here, but he’s certainly the best QB they have 
faced 

- You like that because you will be in a situation where Brees will 
have to throw, and pressure will be put back on him, against a 
DEF that ranks 31 against the pass, last time he faced a team 
like this it was the Pats, 356 yards and two tds there  

- He; still playing phenomonally well- 80.9% adj completion 
percentage, highest in the league, throwing the ball plenty 37 
att/game, and nearly 5 deep attempts per game 

- This is one of the best prices and matchups on th board 
 
3- Pivot Again  
Alex Smith v DAL 7900/6500 

- Alex smith will go underowned, for no reason, but he will 
- 2nd in adj completion rate, 2nd in passer rating under pressure 
- Best deep ball passer rating in the NFL 
- Responsible for the the second most efficient offense in the NFL 

behind Brady and his Oline is ranked 22 in pass protection 
- Dallas defenseis bad, you haeve 25th in DVOA, 19th to the pass 
- The best thing about this is-- KC defnse is just as bad-- you 

should see a shootuot, I just dont see any reason not to love 
that 

4- Value 
(DK) Matt Ryan v CAR 6200 

- His DK price is so cheap, he’s not been paying well but there is 
touchdown regression coming in his favor, PFF still ranking him 
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as a top ten thrower and he just needs to find some rhythm with 
julio to be dangerous  

- Lets never forget-- 500 passing yards in week 5 against the 
panthers, in ATL, the julio game 

- Second game of the year was muc more tame 20 fpts, but he has 
the ability for 300 +2TDs, every week, problem is effectiveness of 
CAR pass def-- second best pass rush on the slate 10% sack 
rate and the only allow 182 payds per game 

- In the last 3 no passer has gone for more than 222 yards and 
that was wentz 

- Good spot to be contrarian on talented QB 
 
(DK) Winston v NO 5800 

- If you think this game will shoot out, then you have to like 
Winston here 

- He had a rough outing last weekend, but we just descibed how 
good that CAR pass d is 

 
RBs 
1- Eat the Chalk 
Kareem Hunt v DAL 9000/8600 

- 18 rushes, 5.23 ypc,  that’s 4th best in the league, he’s getting 4 
tgts per game almost 40 yards receiving 

- Still owns most rush yards of all RBs, OLINE ranking best in the 
open field, and 6th best in second level, as well as, first in power 
success, issue they have is getting stuffed, and they have, it’s 
hurt them 

- Overall the line isnt that good, but dallas allowing nearly 4.5 ypc 
and they don’t have the luxury of stacking the box on every 
touch 
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- Dallas allowing 2 YDs before contact KC like getting nearly 1.8 
bco, that’s averaged byt does make this a plus rushing matchup 
for sure  

- In the spirit of over analysis-- the Chiefs bright spot is over 
mitchell schwartz, caowboys allowing nearly 5ypc on that side 
of the line, importnat because the right side of this line is better 
than left 

 
Todd Gurley v NYG 9100/8100 

- All i keep thinking about is Melvin Gordon and how he had 34 
dkpts against this team, can’t stop 163 sacrimmage yards two 
tds 

- Gurley is very similar back  
- Both getting 5+ tgts a game, difference is Gurley gets 24 carries 

to gordons 20 and gurley get 4.3 ypc, v Gordons like 3.2 
- Rams line is filthy too, some of the most yards created before 

contact, currenlty 3rd in AdLY 
- They rank worse than the jets in ALY, if gurly was playing the 

jets, would you start him? 
- Honestly give me a reason not to jam these two in 
- It’s hard to look at 30 touches on this slate in a good matchup 

and say that it’s not worth paying for 
 
2- Pivot City 
Lamar Miller v INDY 7500/6200 

- I can’t stand this guy but here goes- largest home favorite on the 
slate, he’s getting 21 touches a game and 3 targets 

- The offensive line is terrible and the Colts rush d is halfway 
decent -24% rush advantage but indy’s rush d in 22 in DVOA, 
and pass defense is een worse, reality is, if he can get in the red 
zone he gets 63% of their carries inside the 10 

- Makes a lot of sense 
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3- Pivot Again 
Doug Martin v NO 6700/5800 

- Listen- NO has the 29th ranked rush D in DVOA, we’ve seen 
them struggle, Bucs are a very average rushing offense and 
martin is realy only about 4 ypc 

- But the OLine is solid 12 overall in rushing, and they havent 
really faced a bad rush def, when he did in NE? Had 5ypc and TD 

- I think this is kind of a smash spot, sneaky,  
- I guess on paper its as good as Miller and AP but this game has 

more scoring potentual  
 
AP v SF 6800/5600 

- Yes, AP is going to get the ball plenty, they won’t be trialing alot 
and they wont want to throw too much with Stanton back there 

- AP will get 20 touches 
- ARI offensive line is not good, 25 ranked but as we know the 

niners are one of the worst rush defenses in football 
- I don’t want to do it, but if you do be my guest  

 
3- Value 
Alvin Kamara v TB  

- High scoring game, bucs have a terrible defense, Kamara is an 
animal  

- Heres what’s great Kamara is getting 5+ yards per carry, that’s 
insane 

- He’s seeing a light front almost 73% of the time, why? Because 
he is a passing down back and you have to play pass when you 
see him, and you are facing a HOF qb 

- Bucs are screwed 
 
McCaffery v ATL 

- ATL pass def is bad, Rush d is bad 
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- 25/27 respectively in DVOA Jets RBs went for 9 receptions, 73 
yards, on 10 tgts, thats about right for McCaffery here too 

- He’s been getting about 75% of snaps in negative game script, 
so unless we think that the Panthers are going to take a 20 
points lead here he sshould be on the field for 75% of snaps 

- I think 15 touches is in order, and we will see him be a primary 
target, with Benjamin out of the way, cam may rely on him more  

 
Hyde v ARI 

- Shout out to Yants for bringing this idea to me 
- Hyde is top ten in RZ workload, top 10 in touches, top 5 in 

targets 
- He’s finally gonna be at home after a long road trip and his oline 

is good 
- Like for real- 2 YBCo and 4 ADJLy, problem is really ARI rush d 

is solid 12th overall, not allowing a ton of produciton 
- I think the volume is there question is will get you a TD? 

 
WR 
1- Eat the Chalk 

a. Hopkins 
- This isn’t hard, number one target on heaviest favorite with the 

best fantasy quarterback in football 
- Worst pass defense in football 
- Is he worth it? Well he’s currently 5 for 5 for 5 tds on targets 

inside the 10, earning 45% of teams targets there which basically 
makes him Jordy nelson-esque 

- He has a ceilings of 36 pts in super competitive games, and has 
a TD in every game since OCT 1, quesiton is how much is he 
needed- if you can expect positive game script then you have to 
think it’s not a great investment, but after the way colts played 
last week against Cinci, maybe they stay in it? That said, colts 
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are bad- they are bad offense ranked 30th in the league, with 
Hou as 8th def stellar front 

- What i will say is he is the highest ranked Fnatasy WR there is 
and currently has a median score of 18 pts 

b. Evans 
- Evans doesn’t have the same ceiign that deandre has but guess 

what he has the same median-- 17.7 to 18.5 and flooor at 9.9 
points 

- He also has nearly 10 tgts per game and 75 rec yard per game, 
goofy thing? He’s only ⅕ inside the 5, same numer of tgts are 
hopkins just not the same catch rate but th tgts are there, so we 
have to consider him 

c. Dez 
- The question has always been will the entire offense 

revolve around dez if zeke sits? 
- Reality is- it kind of has already he has a 30% tgt share 

nearly 8 tgts per game and the most red zone work in the 
league, leading the league in RZ tgt share and EZ tgts 

- Zeke had 14 atts inside the 10, that’s nearly 2 a game, let’s 
say that they shift one of thos to dez, your building up for 
at least one massive TD game here  

-  the issue has been the catch rate, only 50% completion 
rate, which is terrible  

- Kenneth acker in coverage has not been good and dez has 
30 pounds on him 

2- Pivot City 
a. Michael Thomas 
- Michael thomas has one of the best matchups on the board, 

robert McClain has been a disaster, allowing .27 fp/route and 
78% catch rate, I think the minimum we see here is the classic 
michael thomas line of 8-80,  

- If you get the TD? Then Thomas becomes one of the best plays 
on the board 
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b. Julio 
- You won’t and shouldn’t ever see him cheaper, it’s a 

phenomonal price in a bad matchup, I dont know what else to 
say but trust talent adnrecent red zone work to be contrarian 

c. Tyreek 
- Alex smith is the best deep ball passer in the NFL right now and 

tyreek hill is the best WR he has  
- Nearly 55% catch rate on tragets between 30 and 35 yards, that’s 

insane- well above league average  
- He’s a home run guy- 26points ceiling this year, but a brutal 3 

point floor  
- Here;s the thing-- Dallas has two corners that are 4.3 guys, but 

Jourdan Lewis however is a 4.5 guy and Tyreek never stays in 
one place, so if they get him in the right spot they will know how 
to beat him 

d. Fuller 
- There’s no receievr in the NFL with a higher floor than will fuller 

currently hsnt’ sored less than 14 pts in a game, has a median 
score of 20, that’s one behind AB 

- 7 TDs on 13 receptions with fewer receving yards thatn JJ 
nelson 

- I dont know what to say except fuller scores TDs, could this be 
the week he stops, maybe  

- So let’s do this exercise-- without TDS? Fuller catches 3+ balls 
per game on 5 targets per gmae for nearly 70 yards, thats 10 DK 
points 

- Snap share is above 80% 
3- Value 

a. Cooper/Crabtree 
- Some of the best matchup advantages on the board  
- Carr has thrown the ball nearly 20 more times in the last two 

weeksand in both games gone over 300 yards 
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- They are running more plays, they are getting volume, but they 
have a great mathcup here we need to exploits 

- Miami ranks 28 in DVOA against the pass and allows one of the 
highest passer ratings in the NFL  

- Carr is also in play here 
- Between cooper and crabtree? I’m a crabtree guy bc of the 

security you have with the catch rate, but do your thing, they are 
well priced 

b. Landry+Parker 
- Believe it or not? Mia pass d is better than Oakland, problem is 

Jay 
- In every smash spot for Jay this year he’s fucked it up 
- They’ve been blanked twice and their offesne grades out worse 

than the colts and niners and bears 
- I don;t know what to say-- this is a great matchup Amerson and 

Carrie offer some of the most FP/R but I wouldn’t be thrilled 
about rostering them in cash 

c. Djax 
- Deep routes on the saints, that’s how you get them 
- They go from a 79 overall passer rating on all attepts to a 114 

rating on deep balls, there is clearly a philosophy here 
- We know we are in the dome, and DJax getting 18% of targets 

with 18 yard adot, majority of his teams air yrads about 7 targets 
a game 

- I’m into it 
d. Watkins 

- Janoris jenkins got suspended so now its ross cockrell, 
who has only been in coverage for 79 routes, decent PFF 
grade, but worth a flyer  

e. Ted Ginn 
- He;s the no 2 wr on this team, no doubt and his highest target 

rates have come in games where the Saints are catching up NE 
and GB 
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- So he goes as brees goes, more he throws more he sees-- 
makes sense 

TE 
1- High 

- Ertz! 
- Jimmy graham v WAS 

2- Low 
-  

 
DST 
1- High 

-  
 
2- Low 

-  
K 
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